Effect of Food Patch Discovery on the Number of American Crows (Corvus brachyrhynchos) Using a Flight Lane
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In winter, American Crows (Corvus brachyrhynchos) move back and forth between night roosts and foraging sites along flight lanes. If communal roosts act as information centres, we would expect more birds to use a particular flight lane after discovery of a new food patch on that route. In this study, I investigated how the number of crows using different flight lanes was affected by the establishment of artificial food patches, as well as how crows responded to multiple days of provisioning and to the location of the food patch relative to the flight lane. After discovery of a food patch, the number of crows using the flight lane closest to it increased, while numbers using adjacent flight lanes remained the same or decreased, particularly when the patch was in the path of the flight lane and when food provisioning occurred for 2 consecutive days. These results support the idea that crows using winter roosts may make use of information on food availability obtained at the roost.
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Introduction
During the winter, American Crows (Corvus brachyrhynchos) gather in night roosting groups consisting of thousands of birds (Kalmbach 1916; Haase 1963). They move to and from these night roosts in flight lanes: in the morning they radiate out to foraging areas and in the evening congregate at pre-roosting aggregation areas before flying to the night roost (Aldous 1944; Moore and Switzer 1998). In some cases, crows use the same flight lane regularly; in other cases, they change flight lanes (Aldous 1944; Stouffer and Caccamise 1991; Caccamise et al. 1997). Large increases in the number of crows using a flight lane have occurred, after a food patch such as grain spilled from a railcar or an un-harvested sunflower field, was discovered (Langley 1992*).

An important potential function of a communal roost is that it can act as an information centre to facilitate finding and exploiting new food sources (Ward and Zahavi 1973; Weatherhead 1983). Common Ravens (C. corax) and Hooded Crows (C. corone) that have discovered a food patch recruit others at the night roost to follow them to the food patch the next day (Marzluff et al. 1996; Sonerud et al. 2001). Crows can also learn by “local enhancement”, i.e., by watching other individuals and responding if a food patch is discovered (Richner and Marclay 1991). The fact that tagged crows at a food patch do not stay together at the pre-aggregation site or roost raises the possibility that more fluid kinds of interactions may also occur among individuals at a large roost (Moore and Switzer 1998).

The information centre hypothesis predicts that, after discovery of a food patch on a flight lane, more birds would use that lane subsequently. In this study, I investigated how the number of crows using a flight lane is affected by the location of a provisioned food patch relative to the lane and the number of days over which it is provisioned. The approach was to present a food patch just after a snowstorm when wheat plants (Triticum aestivum) and un-harvested sorghum seed (Sorghum bicolor), the two main food items for crows during winter (Platt 1956), became less available.

Study Area
The study area was located in the northeast quadrant of the area surrounding a winter roost at Wichita, Kansas, where as many as 25000 birds a night have roosted over the past 50 years (Langley 1999). The area forms a rectangle of 969 km² including northeastern Sedgwick County and the western edge of central Butler County (Figure 1). Land use consisted of agriculture (mainly wheat and sorghum fields), pasture, small farms, residences, and several small towns (Langley 1992*). Observations occurred from December to March, 1990–1998.

Methods
Food patches were set out before dawn on the morning after a snowfall of at least 8 cm. A food patch consisted of 65 kg of corn kernels or bakery items. Food was spread over cleared frozen ground or on crusted snow and directly in the path of a flight lane and at least 10 km from the roosting site.

Three sometimes four flight lanes occurred in the study area. I selected three with the targeted lane having an adjacent lane on either side of it and identified the trajectory of each during preliminary observations. For one lane, I counted the number of birds by positioning myself so that birds flew overhead. To ensure that all the birds were counted, I took up a position that was located at the eastern edge of Wichita before dawn and counted until no birds passed overhead for 10 minutes. A different strategy was used to count the number of birds in the other flight lanes. First, I drove outward in a zig-zag pattern along the trajectory of the flight lane until no crows could be seen in flight or foraging in the fields for two (2.56 km²) sections (the roads border the edges of a square-mile section). Then, I retraced the
Figure 1. Northeast portion of Wichita, Kansas, showing night roosting site of American Crows (Corvus brachyrhynchos). Flight lanes (lines) and food patches (oval) are depicted for the first experiment. Thinnest lines show the targeted flight lane that was used in the study for only 1 year; a thicker line shows a lane used for 2 different years; and the thickest line shows a lane that was used for 4 different years. Dashed lines beyond the food patches show where some crows continued to fly and forage.

trajectory of that path counting all crows in the air or foraging. Counting early in the morning and following the trajectory out and back from the night roost reduced the possibility of missing any dispersing crows. Again, all crows were counted until none was observed for two sections. A similar process was repeated for a third flight lane. This counting procedure was conducted for three consecutive mornings before a forecasted snow event. Counting the number using a flight lane as they flew directly overhead had to be done first and was done this way for each flight lane on a different day so that counts were done in similar manner for all 3 flight lanes. The mean counts of those 3 days served as the baseline number of crows using those flight lanes.

On the morning after establishing a food patch, I counted the number of crows passing overhead from a position directly in line with the food patch and between it and the roost until no crows had arrived from the direction of the roost for 20 minutes. After that, I counted the number of crows using the adjacent...
flight lanes by tracing the trajectory from the roost and back as was carried out for counting before establishing a food patch. A survey of the crows at the food patch and beyond was conducted after all 3 flight lane counts were completed. These trials were conducted 14 times.

In a second experiment involving 8 trials, food patches were provisioned for 2 consecutive days rather than 1 day as in the first experiment. The change in the number of crows using that flight lane was measured on the third day. In a third experiment, a similar approach and counting procedures were used, but the food patches were offset from the flight lanes. They were placed at a distance of 1.0–1.5 km away from the targeted flight lane. These trials occurred 25 times.

Several non-parametric tests were used to compare differences (Siegel 1956): a Wilcoxon T test was used to compare the number of crows using a flight lane before and after food provisioning; a Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the counts after 1 or 2 days of provisioning; and a χ² test was used to compare the number of discovered food patches placed in or to the side of a flight lane.

**Results**

More crows used a flight lane after a food patch was set out for 1 day: pre-food, 152 (SD 220) and post-food, 588 (SD 597) (Wilcoxon test, \( T = 8, n = 14, P < 0.02 \)) (Figure 2). Although in two trials the number of crows using a flight lane decreased after the food patch was set out compared with number of crows using the flight lane beforehand, adverse weather (snow and fog) may have contributed to this decrease. The change in the number of crows using a flight lane ranged from −179 to 1992. In three of these trials, crows were observed veering from an adjacent flight lane to the targeted flight lane. In these cases, the flight lanes merged into one that flew overhead at the counting location.

The number of crows using adjacent flight lanes declined from 1396 (SD 1134) to 1165 (SD 894) after the food patch was discovered (Figure 2), but the difference was not statistically significant (Wilcoxon test, \( T = 42, n = 14, P = 0.66 \)). The response of crows in adjacent flight lanes veering and joining the targeted flight lane passing over the food patch contributed to the lower mean after the food patch was discovered.
When food patches were provisioned for 2 days, the increase in number of crows using the target lane more than doubled from 528 (SD 625) to 1238 (SD 1140) (Wilcoxon test, T = 0, n = 8, P < 0.01) (Figure 2). The number of crows using a flight lane after 2-day provisioning 1238 (SD 1140) was greater than the number after 1-day provisioning 588 (SD 597) (Mann-Whitney U test, U = 26, n1 = 8, n2 = 14, P = 0.02).

When food patches were offset from the flight lane, different groups of crows discovered some of them. On three occasions, crows from the Wichita roost discovered the food patch as evidenced by the direction from which the birds arrived (trajectory from roost), by their early arrival (0800), and by the increase in the number of birds in these three flight lanes from pre-food 178 (SD 158) to post-food 291 (SD 131). These counts were carried out as in prior experiments. Seven other food patches were found by crows not from the Wichita roost. These crows arrived from a different direction than those from the Wichita roost, at later time (1000) and in fewer numbers (1–10 birds). No other crows were observed in the surrounding area. Of the 25 food patches set to the side of the path of flight lane, 15 were not discovered by any crows the day after provisioning. The proportion of food patches discovered by crows from the Wichita roost when they were placed on the flight lane (12/14) was significantly greater than when they were offset from the flight lane (3/25) ($\chi^2 = 17.6, P < 0.001$).

**Discussion**

The increase in the number of crows using flight lanes where supplementary food had been placed the previous day suggests that information obtained at the roost enabled crows to adjust their foraging behaviour to take advantage of the new food supply. This was especially true when the new food patches occurred in the path of the flight lane and were provisioned for more than 1 day. These data support the hypothesis that night roosts can act as information centres. In this study, the roost was large (>25000 crows) and the number of non-breeding crows has been observed near urban areas in California (Caffrey 1992).
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